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Plate Assembly Instrument Panel
Accessory Trim

1.   Grasp the back edge of the plate assembly floor console
      trim (1) and lift upward releasing the clips.
2.   Disconnect the electrical connections.

3.   Remove the electronics from the old plate assembly floor
      console trim.
4.   Attach the electronics to the new plate assembly floor
      console trim (if applicable). If equipped with ride control
      switch, reuse the ride control switch in place of the painted
      plate assembly floor console trim.
5.   Remove the bolts (3).
6.   Grasp the back edge of the plate assembly instrument panel
      accessory trim (4) and lift upward releasing the clips.
7.   Disconnect the electrical connections.
8.   Remove the electronics (2, 3, &4) from the plate
      assembly instrument panel accessory trim. 

9.   Remove the ashtray from the plate assembly instrument
      panel accessory trim.

10. Remove the cup holder assembly from the plate
      assembly instrument panel accessory trim.

11. Remove the air vents from the plate assembly instrument
      panel accessory trim.
12. Attach the electronics to the new plate assembly instrument
      panel accessory trim.
13. Attach the ashtray to the new plate assembly instrument
      panel accessory trim and tighten the screws to 2 N m
      (18 lb in).
14. Attach the cup holder assembly to the new plate
      assembly instrument panel accessory trim and tighten the
      screws to 2 N m (18 lb in).
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15. Attach the air vents to the new plate assembly instrument
      panel accessory trim.
16. Install the new plate assembly instrument panel accessory
      trim. Reconnect the electrical connections.

18. Attach the new plate assembly floor console trim (if appli-
      cable) to the new plate assembly instrument panel acces-
      sory trim.

19. Lower the steering column to its lowest postion.
20. Pull outward on the lower edge of the instrument panel
      cluster trim plate in order to release the lower clips.
21. Disconnect the electrical connections.

17. Insert the bolts and tighten to 3 N  m (27 ib in)..

Instrument Panel Cluster Trim Plate

22. Remove the vent and attach it to the new instrument panel
      cluster trim plate.
23. Remove the electronics and attach it to the new instrument
      panel cluster trim plate.

24. Remove the vinyl shroud and attach it to the new instrument
      panel cluster trim plate using the new push nuts (qty. 7)
      provided.
25. Install the new instrument panel cluster trim plate. Recon-
      nect the electrical connections.
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